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ST. LOUIS CENTRE FLOUTS FIRE SAFETY

OWNER DENIES KNOWING OF VIOLATIONS; INSPECTION DOCUMENTS REVEAL OTHERWISE
BY CHRISTINE STROER
According
to
documents
obtained by Arch City Chronicle,
many of the St. Louis Centre’s tenants have received violations from
various city departments over the
systems or properly maintain fire
last two months. The most egresuppression sysgious violations
come from the
Cohen and the building tems.
Gold’s
Gym
Fire Department.
manager were told of the recently moved
Offenses include
failures
to:
major violations in person into the mall and
already
has
a
install fire extinby the city fire marshal.
steady
guishers,
provide emergency lighting, keep mall
stream of clientele
doors unlocked during business
despite current violahours, repair hood suppression

Excerpt from Fire Marshal’s Inspection Document citing major violation.

tions from the fire department,
plumbing, and zoning, which technically should prevent the store
from opening at all. A Gold’s Gym
representative does not admit to
any offenses issued by the city, but
instead mentions "big plans" under-

way for the mall and his wish to
remove himself from being automatically affiliated with St. Louis
Centre’s owner, Barry Cohen.
Gold’s Gym is not the only tenant with unresolved violations.
According to documents obtained
continued on p 5

BEYOND THE BOOZE, BEADS AND BOOBS

GROCERS IN THE GROVE?
PAIR PURSUES A NEW FARMERS’ MARKET
BY STEPHANIE NOECKER
Roll out of bed on
a weekend morning,
cross the street and
pick up some fresh
strawberries and enjoy
them under a shady
tree. No, this isn’t an
advertisement for the
latest Club Med––it’s

“Local markets
can
become
the basis for
people getting
together politically as well as
economically.”
an almost-real scenario for many South
St. Louisans, if the
plans of a visionary
Southside couple . . . .
well, bear fruit.
Inspired by burgeoning bins of locally-grown produce at
the market in their former home of San
Francisco,
Patrick
Horine, 33, and Jenny

One On Every Corner?
With at least seven other farmers’ markets in the metro area (Belleville,
Clayton, Central West End, The Loop,
Kirkwood, Maplewood and Soulard),
will another one attract a faithful following? "The city can definitely support another market," assures Horine.
"Of the locals who took our survey, less
than 30 currently use the market in the
Central West End and less than 40 go to
Clayton . . . so proximity is key. Also as
few as 500 shoppers can sustain a market like this."
While there may be some overlap
with the Soulard Market, the two feel
that a "totally local" market will differentiate itself and appeal to folks seeking maximum freshness. "People don’t
realize that produce at Soulard is not
always local," says Ryan, "which means
it doesn’t last as long once you get it
home." Additionally, when produce is
shipped in from distant farms, the environmental benefits of local sourcing––particularly reduced oil and gas
consumption––are lost. Ryan expects
that all the produce at the upcoming
Tower Grove market will be sourced
within 150 miles. At this point, the two
plan to screen applicant vendors carefully and personally visit each farm to
ensure that the product lives up to the
promise of freshness.
To track the progress of this grassroots
effort, visit the market’s website at
www.tgmarket.org

Soulardians party on the 12th Night, the beginning of
Mardi Gras season. photo by Sarah Truckey

BY SARAH TRUCKEY
Unaware of the hours and hours of
effort that goes into St. Louis’ Mardi Gras
celebration, its attendees have no problem
urinating on dumpsters, hanging off lampposts
or
trampling
through the yards of
those who potentially
helped put on the party.
In an attempt to
structure itself and
desert the stigma as a
breeding ground for debauchery, St. Louis’
Carnivale season has evolved from a small
party put together by a handful of friends
to a complete calendar of planned events,
organized by a team of neighborhood committees, aldermen, Mardi Gras, Inc., various corporations and, yes, even the cops.
Regulations addressing both pedestrian and vehicular traffic, alcohol containers and bar closures have been put in
place during the last seven years in order
to better manage the festivities, which
have been host to a riot in 1999, unruly
residents and revelers, and unavoidable
congestion.
In preparation for any post-Katrina

overflow, Mardi Gras, Inc. has taken precaution including hiring more security
personnel and trying to expand the event
perimeter. Additionally, the police petitioned Excise Commissioner Bob Kraiberg
to order the Soulard bars to shut their
doors at 8 p.m., three hours earlier than
last year’s cap. Bar owners were predictably unenthusiastic about a curfew
that curtailed their business.
Tim Lorson, Prime Minister of Mardi
Gras, Inc., said his main concern was to
make sure all sides were heard in order to
come to a reasonable solution. Ultimately,
after considering the concerns of the residents, the city departments and the local
businesses, the city rejected the notion of
closing bars early.
"It’s extremely important to fully
understand all the
issues and communicate them properly,
then make a fair decision
taking
into
account all those
issues," said Lorson.
"You have to accept the fact that you can’t
appease everyone."
Mardi Gras, Inc. was formed seven
years ago as an independent, non-profit
organization whose goal was to put on the
Mardi Gras events. Its board is composed
of nine representatives who help communication with and solidify relationships
between the residents and the business
owners, whose profits greatly depend on
the annual celebration.
"The board was born out of necessity,"
said Mack Bradley, Lord High Minister of
Information for Mardi Gras, Inc. "We had
to keep it [Mardi Gras] alive, but address
various needs at the same time. There had
to be a structure and not be completely
dependant on personality."
Bradley expected voting blocks to form
among the varying factions, but was
impressed that differences were set aside

“This is strictly a time
to party; the economic
benefits are a bonus.”

continued on p 5
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THE LID

Young Architect Offers Downtown Vision
Last summer, the Danforth Foundation agreed to fund a design competition to create a
"lid" over Interstate Highway 70, reconnecting downtown’s activity with the riverfront and
the Arch grounds. Rather than proposals focused on locations––the riverfront, the
Arch––Josh Wafer envisions a design which focuses on connection. The plans, which were
Wafer’s thesis graduation project for his Masters in Architecture, are reprinted on page 2.
Wafer, 28, is a native St. Louisan living in New Orleans. He received an "A" from his professor at Tulane University for his design.

Looking for the Inside Dirt? Don’t worry. It’ll be back next issue. And dirtier than ever.

FOCUS GROUP BEING CONDUCTED
ACC READERS AND SUBSCRIBERS STILL NEEDED
If you are interested in voicing your opinions, concerns, hopes and fears for the ACC, then we
need to talk. The ACC is currently running focus groups and we are looking for individuals who
have read the paper and are willing to express their thoughts in an open, informal atmosphere.
Please call the Arch City Chronicle at 314-678-2931 for more information on times, dates and
study locations. Oh, and there will be freebies, too. Thanks for reading.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
ARCH ANNOUNCER
Do Republicans Have More Fun?

Dear Editor:

I always assumed that Democrats had more
fun. They’re liberal. That’s supposed to mean
that it’s easier for them to let their hair down.
They don’t have the inhibitions, aren’t constrained by the mores of society.
I may be wrong.
Last week I attended a meeting, my
first, of the Young Republicans of
the St. Louis Area. They meet out
at the St. Louis County Library
Headquarters on Lindbergh.
And it was fun. I was surprised by this. I mean, meeting at a library for goodness sake. Can you say "Dork" a little more clearly? The city’s Young Dems meet
at bars. After all, there’s a long tradition of politician-bar owners in St. Louis.
It’s sort of like Plato philosopher-king… but not really, I guess.
And the Dems do drink more––a lot more.
The Young Republicans meanwhile have very substantive meetings. At the one
I attended, Dena Ladd, from Missouri Cures, gave a presentation on the stem
cell initiative. The questions were very thoughtful. Sure they have their share
of odd-balls and knuckleheads. What group doesn’t? But on the whole, they
were wrestling with the issue.
And they wrestle with issues very bluntly.
I think I’ve always appreciated that about Republicans. There isn’t the constant
drive to be politically correct. They just say what’s on their mind. "People are
cheating Medicaid; let’s cut that program." That’s it. "Most people are hardworking… we need some reforms… the system has loopholes that need to be
closed." No, nothing so tortured and endlessly nuanced. "They’re cheating;
that’s not right; let’s cut it."
Last month House Speaker Rod Jetton also showed up and gave a very frank
talk. He said the 93rd was looking like a very tight race; that Republicans are
doing very poorly (polling-wise) with suburban women over 60; that
Republicans are viewed as meanies.
Afterwards he went to Schneidhorst where the after-meeting social hour convened and had drinks with the young Republicans––who it must be noted
(again) drink much more responsibly than their Dem counterparts. Jetton has a
diet coke and rum (once again raising the dork factor). And their president
Monica Durrwachter had three or four Sprites. Very Responsible.
If I had to choose between the two groups, I’d be hard pressed. I know more of
the city Dems, but the Young Republicans were very welcoming. The two
groups should get together sometime, find a policy issue that doesn’t split along
party lines––something generational perhaps and see if they can’t make some
headway.
If nothing else the GOPers could
learn how to party like politicos and
the Dems could learn a thing or two
about the virtues of candid conversation.

Mr. Drebes presented a very eloquent column on the St. Stanislaus
situation in the January 4 ACC. I
also have no doubt that the congregation of St. Stan's is among the
more traditional of the Archdiocese,
a group whose support the
Archbishop should be loathe to lose.
However, I do
think there are two
facets that often do
not emerge in the
public debate:
1) To my understanding, canon law
indicates that the
Archbishop did not
excommunicate anyone––the action of
hiring a priest not in
good standing (not
the property dispute) incurs an automatic excommunication. The Archbishop simply announced that fact. A traffic
cop who issues a ticket for doing 75
in a 50 does not make the decision
that
the
motorist
was
speeding––the motorist was speeding, and the ticket simply
announces that fact. Did he have
liberty to time that announcement?
From the Archbishop's viewpoint,
would delaying an announcement
have been a dereliction of duty, a
pretense that excommunication did
not yet exist where it did? Perhaps
timing is the more appropriate question.
2) Americans love a conspiracy
story, and a society that values
wealth often tries to find money and
property as the root of any dispute.

Maybe money is a contributor, but I
think the main cause of this dispute
is a bigger fish: precedent. Imagine
that the Archbishop ignores the
unauthorized hiring of a priest at St.
Stanislaus. A few years down the
road, another parish group decides
to hire a priest not in good standing
because he has expressed pro-abortion views. If the Archbishop challenges that move,
the first thing the
group would do is
point
to
St.
Stanislaus and say,
"Well, THEY got to
hire
their
own
priest." In short, I
think
the
Archbishop is taking
a hard line on a
small matter (property) to avoid laying
groundwork
for
more substantive disputes in the
future.
As you can imagine, both the
Archdiocesan and St. Stanislaus
websites have much to say about
this. I simply hope they arrive at a
solution that respects both the
unity of the Church and the hard
work of St. Stanislaus' parishioners.

The Archbishop
is taking a hard
line on a small
matter (property)
to avoid laying
groundwork for
more substantive
disputes in the
future.

Bryan Kirchoff
St. Louis

Send your Letter to the Editor
editor@archcitychronicle.com
or Editor, Arch City Chronicle,
3201 Arsenal,
St. Louis, MO 63118.
Letters must be signed to be
considered for publication.

DEpARtMENT Of CORrECTIONS
Dave Drebes

Last issue we incorrectly described Mike Johnson’s title. He is the current owner of Barcelona and Momos.

Have any thoughts about what Dave had to say? Please send your comments or questions to dave@archcitychronicle.com

ACC ADVERTISING
WORKS!

With affordable rates, flexible advertising
schedules, and expert help to guide you all the
way, we can get your company the results
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Contact advertising manager Sunyatta Marshall
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314-629-5936 or sunyatta@archcitychronicle.com
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GETTING IT RIGHT

YOU GET WHAT
YOU PAY FOR
BY ED MARTIN
When a judge on the city court
bench recently announced retirement, a local lawyer offered this
assessment: "Announcing that he
is retiring is like announcing that a
parked car has come to a screeching halt."
Deservedly or not,
judges in the city are tarred with a
brush of such least common
denominators: people say they
don’t work hard. It is true that
there is some serious dead weight
on the bench in St.
Louis––men
and
women who received
judgeships as patronage and are riding out
a solid paycheck to a
strong pension and
retirement.
However, there are
fine judges on our
benches who work hard and do
good work. And we are underpaying them––drastically so. An associate circuit judge makes about
$100,000 per year; a circuit judge
less than $110,000; appellate
judges a bit more. These men and
women decide thousands of cases
a year––putting bad guys away, settling disputes.
Compare their
salaries to first year associates at
large law firms who are often only
25 years old and without work
experience, save summer jobs.
These young lawyers receive starting salaries of close to $100,000
per year. Partners at those firms
make two or three times that
amount. Solo practitioners in private practice make great livings as
well.
T h e
truth is that
we cannot
expect
to
attract and
keep
the
best judges
when
we
pay such low salaries. I am not
saying that $100,000 is a pittance;
however, it is simple market economics that workers follow the
money. If we really care about the
quality of our judges––and we
must––then we have to consider a
drastic pay raise for judges. They
should start at $150,000 per year
and move up each year. After five
or ten years, they should be making $250,000 and be on par with
partners at law firms. With these
kinds of salaries, we can expect
that better lawyers will be drawn
to the bench and that they will do
a better job (and work harder).
In addition to increasing their
pay, we need to change the way
they’re chosen. The Missouri NonPartisan Court Plan, formulated
over fifty years ago, directs the
selection of judges for the circuit
courts in Kansas City and St. Louis
and their surrounding counties as
well as for appellate courts,
including the Missouri Supreme
Court. The Plan creates judicial
commissions––comprised
of
lawyers of the local bar, gubernato-

rial
appointments,
and
a
judge––that pick three candidates,
one of which the governor must
choose as the new judge.
The Plan was a necessary invention when it was created. The political bosses of that time dominated
the local scenes in such a way that
Missourians could not trust that
impartial judges could be selected
in free and fair elections (as judges
are selected throughout the state).
Now, the Plan is obsolete and
counter to
the interests
of the citizens.
You see,
it
is
arguable
whether the
Missouri
N o n Partisan Plan is actually non-partisan. The local bar slots on the commission are dominated by left-leaning members who skew the process.
The commissions tend to pick politically connected candidates based
more on insider politics that is in
fact partisan (in the case of our city,
Democrat).
The gubernatorial
appointments take years to cycle off
because they serve terms of years
(Blunt is stuck with Holden’s
appointments just as Holden was
stuck with Carnahan’s). When candidates run for governor and talk
about judges, they should honestly
say: "I will try my best to appoint
judges that I like but I will be
stymied for my first term (or longer)
by commissions that will include
holdovers from my preceding governor."
It is unclear
why the status quo
is
better
than
direct gubernatorial
appointment
(with advice and
consent of the
state senate) or direct election of
judges, as in the rest of our state.
After all, in those cases, if you want
different types of judges, you can
work to elect a new governor or vote
for a different judicial candidate
instead of fighting through another
layer of un-elected bureaucracy (the
commissions).
In fact, electing
judges seems the clearly democratic
approach; and, though critics will
exclaim that electing judges can get
ugly (e.g. last year’s Illinois
Supreme Court race), the same can
be said for other elections. United
States senators used to be elected by
the state legislatures and we
changed that to a direct vote by the
people.
Our judges are too important to
take for granted. We need to pay
them more and we need to pick
them better. Our state legislature
should take up both tasks and
improve the state of our judiciary. >

The truth is that we
cannot expect to
attract and keep the
best judges when we
pay such low salaries.

It is arguable whether
the
Missouri
NonPartisan Plan is in fact
non-partisan.
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Ed
Martin,
the
Republican
Chairman of the St. Louis City Board of
Elections, is a lawyer in general practice
in South City who will never be a judge
after this column. He can be reached at
ed@aul.org.
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BELAS
ARTES
A Cafe, a Gallery, a Bridge
BY REBECCA RIVAS

and Soulard neighborhoods.
Little Diego tugged his mom’s
"It’s a great spot for it because
hand until they both stood a foot
whether we say it or not, we’re
away from the fireplace’s giant
divided," said Jessica Neal, the
mosaic tile flames. They stayed in
café’s children’s art class teacher.
an open-mouth state of awe, until
"Cileia," she adds, speaking of
Monica Alvarez got the buzz. She
the owner Ms. Miranda-Yuen, "is
whipped out her cell phone and
essentially bringing these neighborplopped down
hoods together."
on the red pilAt the openNew spot on South City’s
low-like sofa.
ing events in
"¡Es bela! (It’s map draws visitors from November,
the
beautiful)" she miles around.
café drew crowds
said to Lucia
from the surArtacho, "¿Estas aqui? Estamos al
rounding neighborhoods but also
entro. (Are you here? We’re
from the suburbs. For example,
inside.)" The two women from
Norka Carr, from Colombia, drove
Spain gathered their coffee and
in 20 minutes from West County
chatted over the intricate detail and
after receiving an email from a
creativity of this new coffee shop
member of the Hispanic communiand multicultural center in South
ty.
City, Belas Artes. Located on
At the first children’s art class,
Russell and Mississippi, Belas
her two daughters were swishing
Artes straddles the Lafayette Square
their paintbrushes about, while

Gina and Sofia Carr enjoy the children’s art class with the assistance of art teacher Jessica Neal. photo by Rebecca Rivas.

New Guinea, Africa, China and
nodding their heads to salsa music.
Italy.
Presentations will also
"For me, this is what we need in the
explore the roots of Marti Gras.
Latino community – a place to show
With her tight curls and calfour kids our culture and to come
high boots, Miranda-Yuen, a native
and learn about cultural differBrazilian, walks around the well-lit
ences," said Carr. "I’ve never seen a
café with a wide smile and a slight
place where it is
accent. She says
all together –
With her tight curls and she wanted cusmusic, art and
calf-high boots, Miranda- tomers to feel
food."
The café has a
Yuen, a native Brazilian, like they were
traveling across
lunch menu with
tasty salads and walks around the well-lit the world when
they
experisandwiches. They café with a wide smile.
enced her café.
also feature a couShe designed the front room in
ple of specialty Brazilian foods and
African-Latino décor, the back room
drinks, such as the pao de queijo, or
in Western contemporary, a side
fluffy cheese and bread rolls, and
nook in Asian design, and another
guarana, a soda made with berries
with a Middle Eastern flair. In doing
from the rainforest.
this, she has attracted an eclectic
Miranda-Yuen’s other passion is
mix of people and ethnicities.
manifest in the adjacent art gallery.
After living in the United States
The first exhibit, "Faces and
for six years, she thinks she just
Places," features a range of photogmight have found her calling.
raphy from National Geographic to
"I once asked God, what is my
local artists. The theme fits right in
purpose? I’m a bridge…connecting
line with the mission of the café: "to
people and art and culture, and conexpose the beauty of every human
necting Corporate America with
being and break down stereotypes,"
everyday people." >
said Miranda-Yuen.
For more information about
In February, the exhibition
classes, call 314-772-2787 or visit
"Masks, Rituals and Ceremonies"
www.belas-artes.net.
will bring together not only art but
also cultural performances from
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GOD BLESS THE N

Enormous Catalyst o
BY REBECCA RIVAS

Josefina Otero, co-owner of La Mexicana Western Wear, shows off her $600 Stetson Hat. photo by Lucas Hudson

Wei Hong Bakery & BBQ. 3175 South Grand. (top) Sameem Restaurant. 3191 South Grand (bottom) photos by Lucas Hudson

When Jay Prapaisilp moved to
the United States, he realized that
opening a business was the only
way to succeed as an immigrant.
Even with a college degree, he
worked in restaurants, factories and
even sold ice cream before taking up
a collection in the community for
his business’ start-up capital.
Prapaisilp is no exception. Every
census, from 1880 to 2000, shows
immigrants
are
more
likely to be
s e l f employed
t h a n
natives. It
i
s
unknown exactly how many immigrant entrepreneurs exist in St.
Louis because business permits
don’t track that information. In statistics, they are often lumped into
the minority business category. But
according to the Missouri Economic
Research and Information Center,
St. Louis leads the state in Hispanic
and Asian entrepreneurs.
This entrepreneurial activity is
revitalizing run-down neighborhoods throughout St. Louis. "We are
slowly realizing the economic benefit they bring to the city. I receive
calls from neighborhoods asking,
‘How do we get immigrants to come
to our area?’" said Matt Schindler, of
the International Institute of St.
Louis.
The South Grand neighborhood,
home
to
Prapaisilp’s
Jay
International Food, is booming with
tasty ethnic restaurants, shops, and
economic opportunity. "It is the single most established immigrant population in the city," said Chester
Moyer, the agent in charge of the
U.S.
Immigration
and
Naturalization Services in St. Louis.

However in the 1970s, residents
deserted the area to head for the
suburbs, leaving property values to
plummet along with business traffic. When Tai Tran, owner of
Mekong restaurant, arrived from
Vietnam in 1989, he remembers,
"The area was very different. You
could acquire a building for a low
cost. Now housing value has
quadrupled."
Asian markets, such as Jay
International, were the first to pop
up. However
they
soon
expanded
their product
line beyond
Asian cuisine
to
serve
Africans,
Europeans, Mexicans and Bosnians,
who were newly immigrating.
Today they sell supply food to most
of the restaurants on the South
Grand strip and to businesses
throughout O’Fallon, St. Charles,
Springfield and Columbia.
The Bevo Mill neighborhood, off

The study also concluded
that immigrants have natural characteristics of entrepreneurs.

Louis Chen of Wei Hong

Any new business is a good business, said agricultural econom
Center for Research and Outreach on Latinos and Changi
"Immigrant-owned business are a good indicator of economic
"And they reveal both acceptability of the community and com

Circuit Attorney

Jennifer Joyce
is a proud supporter of the Arch City Chronicle
1114 Market Street, 4th Floor
Mel Carnahan Building Saint Louis, Missouri 63103 314-622-4941
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NEW AMERICANS

of Economic Activity
Gravois and Morganford, is another
recent example of a rekindled
neighborhood.
Bosnian-owned
restaurants now cluster together, all
serving traditional cuisine of
sausage and bread (cevapi) and veal
shish kebabs (raznjici).
One of the barriers that New
American entrepreneurs face is
access to capital. With every immigrant culture, the nature of starting a
business is different, said Noy Liam,
co-owner of Jay International,
"However,
in
terms of financially setting up the
business––everyone starts with the
family and community.
They
don’t have the
luxury of going to the bank and getting a loan. Every member of the
family pulls together."
"It’s a lot of hard work," adds
Liam. "We believe that every family
member is an owner."
Like Jay International, most
businesses start with loans from

friends where they find better interest terms.
The International Institute has a
program, Business Links. Since
1999, it has helped 170 immigrants
start or expand their businesses.
These establishments have generated $24 million in revenue through
2004. Over half of those belong to
Bosnian refugees, whose numbers in
St. Louis have reached 50,000.
However, a study by Carnegie
Endowment for International Peace
and
the
U r b a n
Institute
found
that
most immigrants
get
their start-up
capital from
frugal living. That study also concluded that immigrants have natural
characteristics of entrepreneurs. An
Ewing
Marion
Kauffmann
Foundation 2005 report showed that
the average rate of entrepreneurship
for immigrants was 30 percent higher than for the native-born.
"Immigrants have one advantage
to building a successful business,"
said Cileia Miranda-Yuen, Brazilian
owner of Belas Artes in South City.
"They already have the courage to
step outside their comfort zone."
The trick is adjusting your customs without losing your roots, say
business owners.
Miranda-Yuen moved from
Brazil six years ago with hopes of
succeeding in the United States. In
November, she opened a coffee shop
and multicultural center. "So many
things come at you. It’s the transition – you are here and you are
there. Many people come to
America and immediately get burnt
out and frustrated trying to feel at
ease in American culture," MirandaYuen said. "You just have to have
faith." >

"It’s a lot of hard work,"
said Noy Liam. "We
believe that every family member is an owner."

Fahime Mohammed, co-owner of Sameem’s, eating Kafta (beef stew) and Challow (chicken and rice). photo by Lucas Hudson

Jay International Food. 3172 Grand. (top) La Mexicana Western Wear. 2714 Cherokee Street. (bottom) photos by Lucas Hudson

g Bakery & BBQ swears by his BBQ ducks. photo by Lucas Hudson

ist Domingo Martinez Castilla, also the director of the Cambio
ing Communities at the University of Missouri-Columbia.
c integration, which is different from assimilation," he said.
mmitment of the newcomer to her/his new home."

“You can never get all the facts from just one newspaper, and

UNBLINKING ATTENTION
to our ASSIGNMENTS
Paristyle Building
1517 Washington
W
Ave. • St. Louis, MO 63103
314.421.6
421.6700 314.421.0353 f publiceye@msn.com

unless you have all the facts, you cannot make proper judgements
about what is going on.” - Harry S. Truman

Aldermanic President Jim Shrewsbury
supports the Arch City Chronicle and its
unparalleled courage in covering meaningful issues.

w w w.stlsyndicate.com
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NOCTURNE
THE CURE FOR THE COMMON COUCH

THE LOFT JAZZ CLUB
The Loft Jazz Club • 3312 Olive Blvd. • St. Louis, MO 63143 • 314-225-2505
BY KRISANA SIMPSON
A black Saab pulls up to
valet parking at the Loft Jazz
Club and out step the most
stylish St. Louisans. Adorned
with a faux fur jacket, a silver
Gucci belt and black leather
stiletto boots, a gorgeous
woman takes the arm of her
date as they stride into the
lounge. Entering the club I
realize right away that I am the
only blue-eyed single in the crowd,
however, no one seems to notice or
care.
The club is tastefully decorated
and seems to cater to the professional upscale African American
clientele. The thirty-something
crowd is dressed to the nine's with
the latest trends seen
in the pages of a high
fashion magazine. The
disco ball hangs and
swirls from the 30foot ceiling and I manage to grab one of the
only tables left.
This newly renovated building is a
great example of what
midtown St. Louis is striving for.
The Loft has the look, the people,
the black leather couches. But it’s
missing one thing: Jazz!
I was ready to hear the live
entertainment the venue boasts
about on its website and flyers, but
instead I got a D.J. spinning "Rob a
jewelry store and make me a grille,"
and much too loud. I love music of

all kinds, but would still like to be
able to talk with the people seated
right next to me without yelling
"huh" or "what?"
Where were the renditions of
Shirley Horns’ whispery vocals or
Ella Fitzgerald’s duets with Louis
Armstrong? My hopes of hearing "A
Kiss to Build a
Dream"
quickly
faded as Mary J.
Blige was ringing
through my ears.
The
owner,
Andre Stith, says
their new sound
system and equipment should be up
and fully functional within a month and that the live
entertainment would start then.
For more information visit the
website at www.theloftstl.com

The Loft has the
look, the people,
the black leather
couches. But it’s
missing
one
thing: Jazz!

ACC REVIEW HAIKU
Midtown Loft Jazz club
little too loud to lounge at
Is that fiddy cent?

Come enjoy our Pasta Buffet
11:30 am-2:30 pm Monday-Friday
and stay for Jazz on Friday night
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ST. LOUIS CENTRE continued from p 1
by ACC, other tenants with unresolved violations include Royal
Teriyaki and KC Jewelers.
Although Cohen, who bought St.
Louis Centre in 2004, is "not aware
of any violations" at stores within
the mall he is quick to point out that
"the tenants are responsible to take
care of their
spaces and we
take care of the
common areas."
However,
according to one
written
violation, Cohen and
the building manager were told of
the major violations in person by
the city fire marshal.
Furthermore,
Deputy
Fire
Marshal Captain Baron Ross points
out that many of the Fire
Department violations are the "obligation
of
the
building owner."
Frank Oswald,
Acting Director of
the
Building
Division, agrees.
The renters have
been issued the
violations, but it
is ultimately "the
responsibility" of Barry Cohen. Both
men also believe good businesses
are imperative to the city, so their

respective departments attempt to
work with companies in order to
move them from offenders to compliants. Still, even Oswald admits
Gold’s Gym has "overstepped their
limits."
One particular voilation––mall
doors locked during business
hours––creates a potentially dangerous situation for
guests of the
mall, as well as
the
businesses
attached to the
building in office
space at One City
Centre. Peter von
Gontard
of
Sandberg,
Phoenix
and
von
Gontard, a tenant of One City
Centre, has not been made aware of
any violations at the mall and mentioned he would be forwarding the
information
to
the
firm’s
Director
of
Operations.
As far as a
next step for the
mall…there are
rumors
of
a
n a m e l e s s
investor
planning to sink in
major dollars to
redevelop this structure, and hopefully bring it into compliance with
the city’s safety codes. >

Mall doors locked
during business hours
creates a potentially
dangerous situation.

BEYOND THE BOOZE, BEADS, AND BOOZE continued from p 1 residents go through for this thing,

it’s surprising we don’t profit more
from it," he said. "Soulard is getting
the short end of this."
Mardi Gras, Inc. founded Mardi
Gras Foundation four years ago and
is currently addressing the issues
Kjorlie finds problematic. Its purpose is to support the Soulard community through charitable donations. Residents and businesses can
submit requests to this board for
grant money that is used to help further the community.
"There’s nothing you can point
to when you’re driving
down the street and say,
‘Mardi Gras, Inc. paid
for this,’" said Kjorlie.
Bradley, on the other
hand, disagrees and
identifies the repaired
Pontiac Park (dismantled and abused after
last year’s brouhaha)
and the community’s information
center (currently under construction) as just a couple of the organization’s contributions to Soulard.
The committee is currently
accepting proposals for the dispensation of last year’s revenue, which,
based on a portion of the $21 million, will be about $12,000.
As the event draws near, bars
ready their plastic cups, Krewes
assemble their floats, lushes begin
to build their tolerance, and residents move their cars out of the red
zone. Problems will arise, and will
be dealt with.
Opposition
is
expected
and
communication
imperative.
In spite of their levity as an organization that plans an
Although St.
event that turns into the drunken debauchery of the year,
Louis’ recently
Mardi Gras, Inc. is, in fact, a charitable, professional and
structured and
structured business whose goal is to create an economic
charitable Mardi
opportunity for the businesses and bars around town. But
Gras has become
because its members feel that they don’t necessarily have
a growing tradito be taken seriously ALL the time, they have made silly
tion with a siztitles for themselves.
able economic
PRIME MINISTER (Executive Director); DEPUTY PRIME MINISTER (Assistant Director);
impact,
many
LORD HIGH MINISTER OF INFORMATION (PR Guy); LORD HIGH MINISTER OF INTERstill find this
NAL SECURITY (Security Guru); HER MAJESTY, QUEEN OF MARDI GRAS, DUCHESS OF
time of year
WELLINGTON, KEEPER OF THE SACRED HURRICANE AND DEFENDER OF THE FAITH
nauseating. And
(comparable to the Homecoming Queen)
it’s not from the
alcohol. >

in order to concentrate solely on
Mardi Gras and the neighborhood’s
success.
As both a former planner of
Mardi Gras and current resident of
Soulard, Tom Gullickson is pleased
with the evolution of the event over
the past 20 years.
"The biggest problem we had
was that just one group was putting
it on. Now it’s a community coming
together in this joint effort," says
Gullickson. "It says a lot for this
community."
"This is strictly a time to
party," he continued, "and the
economic benefits are a bonus."
Those "economic benefits"
are
generated
through
beer
sales, ticket sales from the Mayor’s
Ball and other Carnivale events and
the Grand Parade. The Regional
Commerce and Growth Association
estimated a total of $21 million
from last year’s Fat Tuesday celebrations.
But where does all that money
go?
According to Paul Kjorlie,
Soulard resident of 30 years, the
neighborhood is well overdue in
reaping the benefits of the party he
finds burdensome.
"With all the headaches that the

“It’s surprising we
don’t profit more
from it. Soulard is
getting the short
end of this.”

GROCERS IN THE GROVE? continued from p 1
Ryan, 30, started the movement to
open a Saturday morning farmer’s
market on St. Louis’ South Side.
Pointing to the recent upward trend
in population of the City, the two
see an opportunity to make more
local products available to the thriving communities that border Tower
Grove Park. "We absolutely have the
ability to sustain our own diets with
local produce," says Ryan, who is a
graduate student in urban planning
with an emphasis on local food systems. “People want to get back to
doing that.”
To test their theory, the couple,
who own a website design company
called Barnstorm Designs, put out
an online survey last fall asking
neighborhood
residents
if
they
would
support
a
farmers’ market
in
the
Tower Grove
area.
They
mailed it to an
initial group of
thirty people
and,
as
of
press time, had received 800 positive responses, including more than
100 from people who pledged time,
money or both to support the effort.
"People are excited," says
Horine. "I’ve talked to several chefs
at area restaurants who are interested in doing cooking demonstrations
or offering their ready-made edible
wares." Vendors also see potential
in the idea and some who already
have stands at one of the area’s other
farmers’ markets see it as an excellent second location.
Exactly what that location might
be, however, is still undefined. One
possibility is the Southeast corner
of Tower Grove Park, and Ryan and
Horine met with Park officials last
week to pitch the idea. Prior to the
meeting, Tower Grove Park Director
John Karel said he looked forward
to meeting with them but pointed to
the park charter’s strict prohibition
of commercialization of park space.
"As a resident of the area I’m
intrigued by it," he said, "I love
farmers’ markets. But I don’t know
if the park will be the best place to
do it." A successful market would
draw large crowds on a regular basis
and, as Karel points out, "we need to
make sure there is no damage to
park resources. We’re not going to

commercialize Henry Shaw’s legacy."
While key details like location
are still being worked out, Ryan
and Horine have their sights set on
opening the market in early May
with a minimum of ten produce
vendors and another ten stands featuring local artisans. The variety,
they hope, "will make the market a
real gathering place."
At the outset, Ryan and Horine
plan to be very involved in managing and marketing the market,
donating much of the marketing
and employing as many volunteers
as possible to ensure that the cost of
the produce stays down. "It’s
important that it be accessible to
everyone and we’re exploring ways
that we might
accept
foodstamps
or
involve
WIC,"
says Ryan.
This
perspective
has
attracted
the
attention of Dr.
Philip Hong, a
professor
of
social work at
SLU
who
is
excited about the potential of this
type of "community capitalism" for
the underprivileged. Where largescale approaches to dealing with
poverty don’t always reach the people, local markets can become the
basis for people getting together
politically as well as economically,"
he says. The back-to-basics format
of a market, with stands and signs,
could also "become a local
exchange of goods and services,
and an avenue for people to build
their own assets," suggests Hong.
He has already said he would like
to use the market as a project for
students
in
his
Community
Development,
Planning
and
Organizing class this semester.
This seems like a good idea to
Horine who says, "We’ve been
amazed at the response to the idea
so far; the network just keeps growing." The community buzz generated to date keeps the pair optimistic
about succeeding at impacting the
local food system and contributing
to sustainable agriculture in the
region. Says Ryan, "I like the idea of
effecting change from a policy
standpoint, but it takes forever.
Grassroots is just faster." >

The community buzz
generated to date
keeps the pair optimistic about succeeding at impacting the
local food system.

SILLY TITLES

Advertising Space Available
All the info you need, just a click away.
www.archcitychronicle.com
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GUZY

SAYS...

DON’T CRY FOR THE MIDDLEMAN
BY M.W. GUZY
"We eliminate the middleman."
That advertising catchphrase offers
a quick—if often misleading—
firm assumes all the headaches
explanation of how discounters can
while the shopkeeper pays a flat fee
provide consumers with attractive
of about $20 per hour. Guess which
products at inexpensive prices.
option he chooses?
Besides, it sounds better than "we
Unfortunately, there’s a hidden
(heart) slave labor".
problem with the facile solution of
However euphemistic the motto
out-sourcing labor—namely, the
may be, it does make the useful
middleman has to make a profit.
point that the middleman invariThe contractor incurs all of the
ably takes his cut, so eliminating
employment expenses listed above
him normally lowers prices.
and still has to wring his share out
Well, the middleman turned out
of the fee. The store owner winds
to be a bit more tenacious than the
up paying $20 an hour for the servadvertisers would
Reliance on the middleman ices of a $7 per
have you believe.
hour guard and
helps to explain why the soon learns that
He’s now back
with a vengeance.
Army has paid Halliburton you get what
And this time, no
$45 per case of Coke and you pay for.
more Mr. Nice
Although a
$100 each for laundry bags.
Guy.
bit simplistic,
With its no-nonsense emphasis
the plight of our hypothetical meron the bottom line, the global econchant closely reflects the present
omy is best understood as a corposituation in Iraq, where we’re wagrate takeover of the traditional
ing a largely out-sourced war.
nation-state. In this brave new
Shortly before the invasion, Dick
world, out-sourcing is the coin of
Cheney’s former firm—Halliburton
the realm. To understand its seducand its subsidiary, Kellogg, Brown &
tive appeal, consider a parable:
Root (KBR)—was awarded an emerA merchant receives complaints
gency, no-bid contract to repair
from his customers about the lack of
damage to the Iraqi oil infrastrucsecurity on his parking lot. Fearing
ture.
the loss of business, he contacts the
Other
no-bid
plums
to
police. The cops are sympathetic,
Halliburton/KBR soon followed.
but advise that they can’t be everyThese privatized logistical support
where at once. He is thus left with
for our troops including their meal
several options.
service, which is a bit like hiring
He can hire his own guard. The
your auto mechanic to cater
merchant can probably get an adeThanksgiving dinner. Additionally,
quate candidate for about $15 per
there are some 20,000 heavily
hour—a tempting bargain when
armed private military contractors
weighed against the potential
working in Iraq.
decline in profits. However, if he
Reliance on the middleman
chooses this option, he’s now on the
helps to explain why the Army has
hook for FICA taxes, health insurpaid Halliburton $45 per case of
ance, payroll withholding, vacaCoke and $100 each for laundry
tions, a pension plan, etc…
bags. Rory Mayberry, former Food
He
also
When the war began, Service Manager for
has to superKBR, has testified that
Halliburton stock was the troops are routinely
vise his new
employee and
trading around $20 a served meals whose
thus becomes
share. By last December, expiration dates have
civilly liable
passed and that the
it was well over $60.
for his actions
Army
was
doublein the workplace. If the guard accibilled for the meals actually served.
dentally shoots the paperboy, he
When
the
war
began,
could lose his store. Consequently,
Halliburton stock was trading
the cost of his business insurance
around $20 a share. Last week it hit
rises.
$70. The VP, incidentally, reportedHe’s further responsible for
ly holds 433,000 share-equivalent
ensuring that his sentry is properly
stock options in his old firm.
trained, licensed and equipped.
All this is reminiscent of Milo
After he jumps through all of these
Minderbinder, the Air Corps wheelhoops, the guy calls in sick.
er-dealer in Joseph Heller’s WWII
Obviously, the merchant would like
classic, Catch-22.
Milo, you’ll
to find a simpler solution.
recall, contracted with the Germans
Another option is to hire offto bomb his own base. He justified
duty cops to work the lot as partthis action by explaining that the
time employees. They’re already
troops being bombed all owned
commissioned by the police departshares in the syndicate that was
ment and he doesn’t have to probombing them and would thus
vide fringe benefits. But somebody
share in the profits.
has to recruit and schedule all these
The total cost of the Iraq War is
temps. Plus, they’re going to cost
now estimated at up to two trillion
him about $30 an hour, doubling his
dollars (Bilmes & Stiglitz). That’s
out-of-pocket security payroll.
$2,000,000,000,000.00. When the
A third alternative is to contract
guy in the middle has to be paid, the
with a guard service. The security
taxpayer usually takes it in the
rear… >
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THE FINAL WORD
PABST BLUE RIPPIN

BY LUCAS HUDSON

Generally speaking, I don’t criticize
other
people’s
tastes.
Mayonnaise? I’d rather kiss a roach,
but go ahead and slather up that
club sammich. American cheese?
The
unholy
zombie
of
cheeses––made of material vaguely
organic and what must be cold,
dead plastic; surely the by-product
of an exploding volcano in a 3rd
grade science fair. Ragu? The third
world of spaghetti sauce, an instant
clue the cook’s palate will always
yearn for the halcyon days of cut-up
hot dogs with mac and cheese.
However, there is one particular
preference, or should I say practice,
that will forever boil my hops: beer
snobbery. To be perfectly clear,
there is nothing wrong with having
a preference, even a strong preference for specific kinds of suds. But
leading the drink of the masses
down the road to pretentious bouti-

query would be an American travesty.
Beer snobbery has been on the
rise since the microbrew industry
became so popular, leading to
quizzical encounters at bars, parties,
picnics and float trips where otherwise regular looking
joes go on
and
on
about what
beer they
wish they
w e r e
drinking,
which beer
tastes like water, and who generally
scramble to do the most thorough
job of eurofawning and winning the
name-the-most-obscure-beer-andpretend-I-like-it contest. It’s all so
strange. Whenever this occurs, I
look in wonderment, as if I’m sitting
next to a brand new Betamax player
or listening to a discussion about

how Aquaman talks to fish when
they have no ears. Now, when
someone asks me which beer I like,
I tilt my head sideways and try to
figure out what kind of question this
is. Is it some kind
of culture test? A
character
question? Am I being
silently judged by
some
unknown
standard that will
determine
my
pecking
order
amongst the pack?
Yes, at one
point, beer was an aristocratic
pleasure, but the oldest written laws
took pains to prescribe beer rations
for the normal workers. Does this
mean hard-working men and
women deserve "inferior" beer? Well
no, but since I’m pretty sure the
Prince of Monaco isn’t installing a
gold keg-o-rator in his royal yacht,

Being a beer snob
makes as much sense
as being a hamburger
snob, a hot dog snob,
or a baloney snob.

the status of beer as the drink of the
people is well entrenched; meaning
it is not well suited to the kind of
obsessing reserved for wine, champagne, or single malt scotch. Wine
tends to be about the wine, beer is
about the people at the table. The
beer itself isn’t the star; the people
you are drinking it with are.
Being a beer snob makes as much
sense as being a hamburger snob, a
hot dog snob, or a baloney snob.
Having a preference for a lager, ale,
stout or porter from any brewery foreign or domestic is as natural as preferring different toppings on a pizza,
but when it gets to the point where
pizza has to be topped with brie or
noses turn up, well….. what’s the
point? >

If you want to have the final word, contact Lucas at lucas@archcitychronicle.com

BY ANNA FIMMEL
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FOR SALE

SERVICES

V-DAY SPECIAL

Remember how you used to enjoy
personal service? Three established
antique and collectable shops.
Over sixty years of combined experience in selling and buying. Come
See! Fay’s Antiques 3318 1/2
Meramec 314-351-5572.
Meramec Antiques (specializing in
Old Mission Oak) 3314 Meramec
314-369-7151 Tower Grove
Antiques 3316 Meramec 314-3529020.

DLR Services General Contracting
Trash Removal/Interior Demolition
Hauling small or large jobs.
Real Estate Companies and
Homeowners
Phone No. 314-609-1597 or view
our website www.DLRServices.com

For one issue only, place a special Valentine’s Day Classified to
the one you love for a reduced
rate. 10¢ a word. Call Sunyatta
314-629-5936 or email her at
sunyatta@archcitychronicle.com
to place your ad by Feb. 1.

The classic book, The Little Prince,
with an inscription by Joanie
Lowenstein dated 4/18/02. Fine
shape, no pages missing. $35 or
best offer. daved@antkiller.com

FOR RENT
OFFICE SUITES AVAILABLE, 5106
Hampton. Second floor five office
suite,approx 800 sq ft, $1,100
month, utilties included. Lower
level three office suite, approx
860 sq ft, $650 per month, utilities included. Call 314-660-2732.

Data collector: CoWorx Staffing
Services. Responsible for collecting retail pricing in pet & grocery
locations. Flexible hours. Prior
grocery, merchandising, inventory,
or 10-key experience helpful. For
details 1-866-744-9447 ext. 27161.

TO PLACE AN AD
Classified ad prices: 25 cents
per word for one issue, 20 cents
per word per issue for 2-3 issues
or 15 cents per word per issue
for 4 or more issues. Place your
classified ad by visiting our website or contact the Advertising
Manager Sunyatta Marshall 314629-5936 or sunyatta@archcitychronicle.com
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Please contact
Sunyatta Marshall
for advertising rates
and availability in the
classified section
and throughout the
ACC
sunyatta@archcitychronicle.com

or 314-629-5936
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ACC Party Pics 12th NIGHT
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(and many more photos too!)

